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Abstract. We present a numerical assessment of a class of criteria for mesh adaptation
in the finite volume solution of shallow water flows. The shallow water equations are
numerically approximated by a predictor-corrector procedure in unstructured trian-
gular meshes. The numerical fluxes at the interfaces of each triangle are reconstructed
in the predictor stage using an upwind scheme along with slope limiters to achieve a
second-order accuracy. Treatment of source terms is performed in the corrector stage
using a well-balanced technique. Four error indicators using the flow variables are
discussed and applied as criteria for the mesh adaptation. Numerical results are pre-
sented for two test examples for a circular dam-break flow and dam-break problem
over a single building. The presented criteria are found to give accurate results in
comparison with similar simulations carried out using uniformly refined fixed meshes.
Dynamic grid adaptation and the use of an explicit time integration scheme are found
to enhance the computational efficiency of the finite volume solution of shallow water
flows. In addition, the obtained results for dam-break problems are considered to be
representative, and might be helpful for a fair rating of criteria for mesh adaptation in
the finite volume solution of shallow water flows, particularly in long time computa-
tions.
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1 Introduction

For the past years, finite volume methods have been widely used for the numerical
solution of shallow water equations in both one and two space dimensions. Authors
in [12] have modified the well-known Roe method for hyperbolic systems of conserva-
tion laws [29] to solve shallow water equations. This method has also been applied for
one-dimensional channel flows in [34]. However, this type of finite volume methods
tend to become computationally demanding for practical applications due to their treat-
ment of source terms. A class of well-balanced finite volume methods have been pro-
posed in [18] for shallow water equations with cross-section irregularities. Solving two-
dimensional shallow water equations using the flux difference splitting has been studied
in [20] among others. Solving shallow water equations using Godunov-type finite vol-
ume methods have been studied in [2] whereas, exact solutions for the Riemann problem
at the interface with a sudden variation in the topography have been presented in [1].
In [23], a finite volume method is applied to shallow water equations using quasi-steady
wave propagation techniques. This method solves an additional Riemann problem at the
center of each cell to balance the discretizations of source terms and flux gradients. How-
ever, the extension of this finite volume method for unstructured meshes is not trivial.
Finite volume methods based on the local hydrostatic reconstruction have been inves-
tigated in [4] for open channel flows and the extension of these methods to high-order
accuracy was proposed in [26]. It consists of evaluating the cell-boundary values of the
free-surface elevation and the water depth coupled with a correction of the source term
quadrature in these methods. Using the surface elevation instead of the water height in
the shallow water equations, central-upwind finite volume methods have been studied
in [21] among others. Application of Essentially Non-Oscillatory (ENO) and Weighted
Essentially Non-Oscillatory (WENO) finite volume schemes to shallow water equations
has been discussed for example in [35]. However, most ENO and WENO schemes that
solves real flows correctly are still very computationally demanding. Finite volume meth-
ods using kinetic discretizations have been proposed in [27] and relaxation-based finite
volume methods have been applied to shallow water equations in [31], but the complex-
ity of this class of method is relevant.

In the present study, we consider a finite volume non-homogeneous Riemann solver
for the numerical solution of shallow water equations on unstructured triangular grids.
The formulation and analysis of this method can be found in [30]. In particular, the dis-
cretization of the gradient fluxes using the sign matrix of the Jacobian is described in
details for hyperbolic systems of conservation laws with source terms. In [9, 10], the im-
plementation of the present finite volume method on unstructured grids is analyzed and
applied to shallow water flows. This implementation involves an original treatment of
the flux derivatives coupled with the source term in unstructured meshes. The method
is highly accurate and well-balanced with the ability to handle simulations of slowly
varying flows as well as rapidly varying flows in irregular domains with complex to-
pographies. The current work improves the finite volume method proposed and studied
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in [9, 10, 30] by introducing a novel class of indicators for mesh adaptation on unstruc-
tured grids. It is well-known that using unstructured grids for the numerical solution
of shallow water equations has been widely used in the literature for engineering ap-
plications in hydraulics, see for example [19, 32, 36]. The main advantage of unstruc-
tured meshes is the geometrical flexibility which allows for solving shallow water prob-
lems characterized by complex computational domains that would not be presented by
a structured approach. In addition, using unstructured finite volume methods offers the
possibility of refining the computational mesh locally in order to minimize a numerical
error associated with the problem under study. In practice, accuracy indicators in the
computed solution are required for mesh refinement where the numerical error is large
and for mesh coarsening where the error is small. This procedure is mainly used to opti-
mize the quality of the numerical solution for a given computational cost.

For the past years, adaptive finite volume methods for shallow water equations have
been subject of many studies and investigations, see for example [11, 15, 17, 25, 28]. The
accuracy indicators presented in these references are based on the magnitude norm of the
gradient in the water free-surface only, and do not account for other hydraulic variables
in the shallow water equations. However, devise optimal indicators that control the grid
refinement and unrefinement is still a challenge in computational hydraulics. It should
be stressed that a posteriori error estimation for finite volume methods has also been dis-
cussed for a linearized shallow water system in [14] among others. However, this class
of a posteriori error estimators can not be used for the nonlinear shallow water system
due to the presence of shocks and discontinuities in the computed solutions for these
system which are difficult to capture. The complexity and the huge memory require-
ment of such problems make the state of art in this area more advanced for finite element
methods than finite volume methods. For example, dynamic hp-adaptive discontinuous
Galerkin methods for shallow water equations have been studied in [13, 16]. This study
deals with a class of local mesh adaptation strategies for the finite volume solution of
nonlinear shallow water equations. Here, suggested by numerical and physical reasons,
four possibilities accounted for all hydraulic variables are proposed and investigated in
details. We present quantitative and qualitative comparisons between numerical results
obtained using each mesh adaptation criterion. To the knowledge of the authors, numer-
ical assessment of different criteria for mesh adaptation in the finite volume solution of
shallow water flows is reported for the first time. Numerical results are presented for
two benchmark problems of dam-break flow problems. The considered mesh adaption
criteria highly approximates solution to these problems with differences in the accuracy
and efficiency of each of them. The obtained results demonstrate good resolution with
high accuracy in smooth regions and without any nonphysical oscillations near the steep
gradients or extensive numerical dissipation. The numerical assessment of the accuracy
indicators is very attractive since it allows for a quantitative as well as qualitative com-
parison between possible criteria for mesh adaptation in the finite volume solution of
shallow water equations.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formulate the finite volume
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method for shallow water equations. This section includes both the discretization of gra-
dient fluxes and treatment of source terms. The mesh adaptation procedure and criteria
used in this study are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 includes numerical results and
examples. Concluding remarks are summarized in Section 5.

2 Finite volume method for shallow water equations

In most shallow water flows encountered in engineering applications, the pressure is hy-
drostatic and the vertical scale is much smaller than any typical horizontal scale in the
flow domain. Under these assumptions, the shallow water equations can be obtained by
depth-averaging the three-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, see for
instance [33]. Neglecting the diffusion by viscous or turbulent effects, the wind effects
and Coriolis forces in the momentum equation, and the friction losses due to the bot-
tom topography, the two-dimensional shallow water equations can be reformulated in a
conservative form as

∂W
∂t

+
∂F(W)

∂x
+

∂G(W)

∂y
=S(W), (2.1)

where W and S are the vectors of conserved variables and source terms, F and G are the
tensor fluxes

W=

 h
hu
hv

, F(W)=


hu

hu2+
1
2

gh2

huv

,

G(W)=


hv

huv

hv2+
1
2

gh2

, S(W)=


0

−gh
∂Z
∂x

−gh
∂Z
∂y

,

where h(t,x,y) is the water depth, Z(x,y) the bed topography, g is the gravitational accel-
eration, u(t,x,y) and v(t,x,y) are the depth-averaged velocities in the x- and y-direction,
respectively. Notice that the system (2.1) is strictly hyperbolic with real and distinct eigen-
values given by

λ1=u−
√

gh, λ2=u, λ3=u+
√

gh, (2.2a)

µ1=v−
√

gh, µ2=v, µ3=v+
√

gh. (2.2b)

In general, Eqs. (2.1) have to be solved for a time interval in a bounded spatial domain Ω
with boundary Γ, equipped with given boundary and initial conditions. In practice, these
conditions are problem dependent and their discussion is postponed for Section 4 where
numerical examples are discussed. The integral form of the shallow water equations can
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Figure 1: A generic two-dimensional finite volume and notations used in the present study for the space
discretization. Here, Xi =(xi,yi)

T and Xj =(xj,yj)
T are respectively, the barycenter coordinates of cells Ti and

Tj, and dij =(xi−xj,yi−yj)
T.

also be derived by integrating Eqs. (2.1) over a control volume V and using the Green’s
theorem as

∂

∂t

∫
V

WdV+
∮

∂V
F(W)nx dS+

∮
∂V

G(W)nydS=
∫

V
S(W)dV, (2.3)

where V is the control volume of interest, ∂V is the surface surrounding the volume V and
n=(nx,ny)T denotes the unit outward normal vector to the surface ∂V. Here, the shallow
water equations (2.3) are formulated in Cartesian coordinates and are discretized using
the finite volume method on unstructured grids. Note that the unstructured meshes are
polygons and the number of edges of the grids is not limited in theory, but only triangular
meshes are considered in the current study.

To discretize the spatial domain Ω̄=Ω∪Γ we use conforming triangular elements Ti
such as Ω̄=∪M

i=1Ti, with M is the total number of elements. Each triangle represents a
control volume and the variables are located at the cell centers of each triangle as illus-
trated in Fig. 1. Hence, the finite volume discretization of Eqs. (2.3) yields

dWi

dt
+

1
|Ti| ∑

j∈N(i)

∫
Γij

F (W;n)dσ=
1
|Ti|

∫
Ti

S(W)dV, (2.4)

where |Ti| is the area of the triangle Ti and N(i) the set of neighboring triangles of the
element Ti, Wn

i an average value of the solution W in the cell Ti defined as

Wi =
1
|Ti|

∫
Ti

WdV,

and the flux function

F (W;n)=F(W)nx+G(W)ny.
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Using these notations, the semi-discrete equations (2.4) become

dWi

dt
=− 1
|Ti| ∑

j∈N(i)
F
(
Wij;nij

)∣∣Γij
∣∣+Si, (2.5)

which is a set of ordinary differential equations rewritten in a compact form as

dW
dt

=H(W), (2.6a)

W(0)=W0, (2.6b)

whereH represents the right-hand side in (2.5) and W0 is a given initial data. In (2.5), Wij
is the solution on the edge Γij between the cells Ti and Tj whereas

∣∣Γij
∣∣ is its length. The

time integration of the system of ordinary differential equations (2.6) is achieved using
the explicit second-order Runge-Kutta scheme. Let us divide the time interval into sub-
intervals [tn,tn+1] with stepsize ∆t and we use the notation Wn to denote the value of the
variable W at time tn. Thus, the procedure to advance the solution of an equation of the
structure (2.6) from the time tn to the next time tn+1 is carried out as

W(1)=Wn+∆tH(Wn), (2.7a)

Wn+1=
1
2

Wn+
1
2

W(1)+
1
2

∆tH(W(1)). (2.7b)

It should be stressed that the time integration scheme (2.7) is TVD, second-order accurate
in time, and stable under the standard Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition.

The spatial discretization of the system (2.1) is complete once a reconstruction is cho-
sen for the intermediate solutions Wij in (2.5). In the present work, we consider the
predictor-corrector finite volume method studied for example in [9]. The predictor stage
of the method is formulated as

Wij =
1
2
(
Wi+Wj

)
− 1

2
sgn

[
∇F

(
Wij;nij

)](
Wj−Wi

)
+

1
2

∣∣∣∇F (Wij;nij
)−1
∣∣∣Sij, (2.8)

where sgn[A] is the sign matrix of A and Wij an averaged state approximated either by
the Roe’s average state or simply by the mean between the solutions Wi and Wj. In
the present study, the state Wij is approximated using a projection of the shallow water
equations on the local cell outward normal and tangential coordinates. Note that the
considered finite volume method can be interpreted as a predictor-corrector scheme for
which the numerical fluxes are reconstructed in the predictor stage (2.8) and the numer-
ical solution is recovered from the corrector stage (2.5). Similar finite volume methods
have also been studied in the literature, see for example [9, 10, 30].

2.1 Determination of the sign matrix

In the current study, we use a projection method to determine the sign matrix in the pre-
dictor stage (2.8). Here, following the procedure proposed in [9], we project the shallow
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water equations on the local cell outward normal η and tangential τ=η⊥ as

∂h
∂t

+
∂
(
huη

)
∂η

=0, (2.9a)

∂
(
huη

)
∂t

+
∂

∂η

(
hu2

η+
1
2

gh2
)
=−gh

∂Z
∂η

, (2.9b)

∂(huτ)

∂t
+

∂

∂η

(
huηuτ

)
=0, (2.9c)

where uη =(u,v)·η and uτ =(u,v)·τ are the normal and tangential velocity, respectively.
Using the projected system (2.9), the predictor step in (2.8) results

Uij =
1
2
(
Ui+Uj

)
− 1

2
sgn
[
∇Fη

(
U
)](

Uj−Ui
)
+

1
2

∣∣∣∇Fη

(
U
)−1
∣∣∣Sij, (2.10)

where

U=

 h
huη

huτ

, Fη(U)=


huη

hu2
η+

1
2

gh2

huηuτ

,


0

Sij =−g
hi+hj

2
(
Zj−Zi

)
0

.

In (2.10), U is the Roe’s average state given by

U=
1
2
(
hi+hj

)


1
ui
√

hi+uj
√

hj√
hi+

√
hj

ηx+
vi
√

hi+vj
√

hj√
hi+

√
hj

ηy

−
ui
√

hi+uj
√

hj√
hi+

√
hj

ηy+
vi
√

hi+vj
√

hj√
hi+

√
hj

ηx

. (2.11)

The sign and inverse matrices of the Jacobian in (2.10) are defined as

sgn
[
∇Fη

(
U
)]

=R(U)sgn
[
Λ(U)

]
R−1(U),∣∣∣∇Fη

(
U
)−1
∣∣∣=R(U)

∣∣∣(Λ(U)
)−1
∣∣∣R−1(U),

where R(U) and Λ(U) are respectively, the right eigenvector and the diagonal matrices
reconstructed as

R=

 1 0 1
ūη− c̄ 0 ūη+ c̄

ūτ 1 ūτ

, Λ=

 ūη− c̄ 0 0
0 ūη 0
0 0 ūη+ c̄

,
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R−1=


ūη+ c̄

2c̄
− 1

2c̄
0

−ūτ 0 1

−
ūη− c̄

2c̄
1
2c̄

0

,

where c̄=
√

gh̄ is the wave speed calculated at the interface of control volume. Note that
the normal velocity ūη=ūnx+v̄ny and the tangential velocity ūτ=ūnx−v̄ny are computed
using the Roe’s averaged state (2.11). It is easy to verify that the sign and inverse matrices
in (2.10) are

sgn
[
∇Fη

(
U
)]

=



sgn(λ̄1)λ̄3−sgn(λ̄3)λ̄1
2c̄

sgn(λ̄3)−sgn(λ̄1)

2c̄
0∣∣λ̄1

∣∣λ̄3−
∣∣λ̄3
∣∣λ̄1

2c̄

∣∣λ̄3
∣∣−∣∣λ̄1

∣∣
2c̄

0

ūτ

(
sgn(λ̄1)λ̄3−sgn(λ̄3)λ̄1

2c̄
−sgn(ūη)

)
ūτ

sgn(λ̄3)−sgn(λ̄1)

2c̄
sgn(λ̄2)

,

∣∣∣∇Fη
(
U
)−1
∣∣∣=



λ̄3

|λ̄1| −
λ̄1

|λ̄3|
2c̄

1
|λ̄3| −

1
|λ̄1|

2c̄
0

sgn(λ̄1)λ̄3−sgn(λ̄3)λ̄1
2c̄

sgn(λ̄3)−sgn(λ̄1)

2c̄
0

ūτ

 λ̄3

|λ̄1| −
λ̄1

|λ̄3|
2c̄

− 1∣∣λ̄2
∣∣
 ūτ

 1
|λ̄3| −

1
|λ̄1|

2c̄

 1∣∣λ̄2
∣∣


,

where λ̄1=ūη−c̄, λ̄2=ūη and λ̄3=ūη+c̄. It is evident that, once the states Un
ij are computed

from the predictor stage (2.10), the states Wn
ij are obtained using the transformations v=

(uτ,uη)·η and u=(uτ,uη)·τ.

2.2 Second-order spatial accuracy

To extend the spatial discretization (2.8) to a second-order accuracy we consider slope
limiters in a MUSCL framework. Here, the MUSCL discretization employs an approxi-
mation of the solution state W at each cell interface Γij using a combination of upwind
and centered gradients as

Wij =Wi+
1
2

(
α∇Wi ·

(
Xj−Xi

)
+(1−α)

(
Wj−Wi

))
, (2.12a)

Wji =Wj−
1
2

(
α∇Wj ·

(
Xj−Xi

)
+(1−α)

(
Wj−Wi

))
, (2.12b)

where Xi=(xi,yi)
T and Xj=(xj,yj)

T are the barycenter coordinates of control volumes Ti
and Tj, respectively. For a detailed formulation of these techniques we refer to [9] among
others. In (2.12), α∈ [0,1] is a fixed parameter set to 2

3 for our simulations in Section 4.
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Hence, the cell gradients are calculated by minimizing the following quadratic function

Ψi(X,Y)= ∑
j∈m(i)

∣∣∣Wi+(xj−xi)X+(yj−yi)Y−Wj

∣∣∣2, (2.13)

where m(i) is the set of indices of neighboring cells that have a common edge or vertex
with the control volume Ti. Thus, the cell gradients ∇Wi in (2.12) are solutions of the
linear system

∂Ψi

∂X
=0,

∂Ψi

∂Y
=0.

It is also easy to verify that

∂Wi

∂x
=
JxIyy−JyIxy

IxxIyy−IxyIyx
,

∂Wi

∂y
=
JyIxx−JxIyx

IxxIyy−IxyIyx
, (2.14)

where

Ixx = ∑
j∈m(i)

(xj−xi)
2, Iyy = ∑

j∈m(i)
(yj−yi)

2, Ixy =Iyx = ∑
j∈m(i)

(xj−xi)(yj−yi),

Jx = ∑
j∈m(i)

(xj−xi)(Wj−Wi), Jy = ∑
j∈m(i)

(yj−yi)(Wj−Wi).

It is worth remarking that the spatial discretization (2.12) is not necessarily monotone
and non-physical oscillations may occur during the simulations. Therefore, to eliminate
these numerical oscillations and in order to obtain a TVD method, we incorporate slope
limiters to the discretization (2.12) as

Wij =Wi+
1
2

Limit
(

α∇Wi ·
(
Xj−Xi

)
+(1−ff)

(
Wj−Wi

)
,Wj−Wi

)
, (2.15a)

Wji =Wj−
1
2

Limit
(

α∇Wj ·
(
Xj−Xi

)
+(1−ff)

(
Wj−Wi

)
,Wj−Wi

)
, (2.15b)

where Limit is a slope limiter function such as the well-established MinMod limiter func-
tion

Limit
(

a,b
)
=max

(
0,min

(
1,

a
b

))
, (2.16)

or the Van Albada limiter function

Limit
(

a,b
)
=

a2+ab
a2+b2 . (2.17)

Note that for the numerical results presented in Section 4 we used the Van Albada limiter
function (2.17). However, other slope limiter functions as those reported in [22] can also
be implemented in (2.15) without major conceptual modifications.
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3 Mesh adaptation procedure

In practice, to perform mesh adaptation for a numerical method one needs an error indi-
cator along with a given tolerance to adapt the mesh accordingly. In absence of a posteriori
error estimates for nonlinear shallow water equations, many criteria based on the gradi-
ent of physical flow solutions can be used. In the present study, we consider the following
criteria:
Criterion I: The adaption criterion is based on the normalized gradient of the water
height h and it is evaluated as

Err(Ti)=
‖∇(h(Ti))‖

max
Tj

∥∥∇(h(Tj)
)∥∥ , (3.1)

where ‖∇(h(Ti))‖ is the Euclidean norm of the gradient of the water height on the trian-
gle Ti. Note that this class of adaption criteria has been widely used in the literature, see
for example [16, 24].
Criterion II: The adaption criterion is based on the normalized gradient of the water
discharge qx =hu and it is evaluated as

Err(Ti)=
‖∇(qx(Ti))‖

max
Tj

∥∥∇(qx(Tj)
)∥∥ , (3.2)

where ‖∇(qx(Ti))‖ is the Euclidean norm of the gradient of the water discharge qx on
the triangle Ti.
Criterion III: The adaption criterion is based on the normalized gradient of the water
discharge qy =hv and it is evaluated as

Err(Ti)=

∥∥∇(qy(Ti)
)∥∥

max
Tj

∥∥∇(qy(Tj)
)∥∥ , (3.3)

where
∥∥∇(qy(Ti)

)∥∥ is the Euclidean norm of the gradient of the water discharge qy on
the triangle Ti.
Criterion IV: The adaption criterion is based on the minimum of the previous criteria
and it is evaluated as

Err(Ti)=min

 ‖∇(h(Ti))‖
max

Tj

∥∥∇(h(Tj)
)∥∥ ,

‖∇(qx(Ti))‖
max

Tj

∥∥∇(qx(Tj)
)∥∥ ,

∥∥∇(qy(Ti)
)∥∥

max
Tj

∥∥∇(qy(Tj)
)∥∥
. (3.4)

Note that the advantage of this normalization is that each criterion in (3.1)-(3.4) is known
to take its values in the interval [0,1]. It should also be stressed that the criteria (3.1)-
(3.4) require only information from solution values within a single element at a time tn
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Figure 2: Illustration of a two-level refining for triangular elements. The numbers in the figure refer to the
number of refinements to be performed for each subtriangle.

and therefore they are very easy to calculate. Other adaptation indicators based on the
estimation of gradients such as those studied in [5, 37] can also be applied. However,
these error estimations can be computationally very demanding as a projection of the
gradients on a linear basis is required to update the global solution of the considered
problem.

In the current study, the adaptation procedure is performed as follows: Given a se-
quence of three real numbers {εm} such that 0 = ε0 < ε1 < ε2 < ε3 = 1. If a criterion in
(3.1)-(3.4) satisfies the following condition in a element Ti

εm≤Err(Ti)≤εm+1, m=0,1,2,

then the element Ti is divided into 4m triangles. Note that the values of {ε1,ε2} can be
interpreted as given tolerances resulting into a two-level refining. Multiple refinements
are also possible by introducing a series of tolerances εm with m≥3.

The procedure used in our study for mesh adaptation is based on multilevel refine-
ment and unrefinement allowing the reconstruction of adaptive meshes which dynam-
ically follow the unsteady solution of the shallow water problem under study. The al-
gorithm begins by selecting a criterion from the four criteria in (3.1)-(3.4) to make the
refinement and unrefinement decisions. Thus, we reconstruct a list T of elements to be
refined, their degree of refinement, and those to be unrefined in the computational do-
main. This step is achieved by filling an integer array denoted for example by I for all
triangles of the coarse mesh. At the current time t= tn and for a macro-element Ti we set
I(Ti)=m which means that the element Ti has to be divided into 4m triangles at the next
time t= tn+1. Hence, starting from a mesh level l, made of Nl elements, the next mesh
level contains Nl+1 = 4×Nl elements. It is clear that this procedure can be repeated as
long as l< M with M is the total number of refinement levels. It should also be stressed
that in order to obtain a mesh which is not too distorted, the procedure opts to divide
into two equal parts some additional edges in the element to be refined. In Fig. 2 we
illustrate the procedure for a two-level refinement of triangular elements. The numbers
in this figure refer to the number of refinements to be performed for each subtriangle.
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Figure 3: Steps used to preserve conformity in the refining procedure for triangular elements.

Similar procedure has been investigated in [6–9] for shallow water flows and sediment
transport problems.

In summary, the adaptive procedure presented in this study starts by computing a
criterion on a fixed coarse mesh. Then, the criterion is scaled to obtain small values in
the interval [0,1]. Next, the interval is split into subintervals which give the decision
on how many times each cell of the reference mesh should be divided. This procedure
satisfies the condition that the current level of refinement for the neighboring cells cannot
be higher than one. At this stage, the conformity of the obtained mesh is carried out for
each refined cell using the steps illustrated in Fig. 3. Here, if a triangle has two neighbors
with a common face which should be divided into four sub-triangles, the neighboring
triangles are also divided into four sub-triangles. After a given number of iteration, the
new criterion is computed on the reference mesh and a new refined mesh is created. An
interpolation procedure is used to transfer the solutions from the old mesh to the new
refined mesh. These algorithmic steps are summarized below in Algorithm 1.

4 Numerical results

In order to assess the performance of the criteria (3.1)-(3.4) presented in Section 3 we
consider two benchmark problems in shallow water equations. The main objectives of
this section is to present a qualitative and quantitative study for different criteria in mesh
adaptation for finite volume solution of shallow water flows. In all our computations, the
Courant number Cr is set to 0.8 and the time stepsize ∆t is adjusted at each step according
to the stability condition

∆t=Crmin
Γij

 |Ti|+
∣∣Tj
∣∣

2
∣∣Γij
∣∣ max

p=1,2,3

(∣∣(λp)ij
∣∣,∣∣(µp)ij

∣∣)
, (4.1)

where λ and µ are the eigenvalues given in (2.2) and Γij is the edge between two triangles
Ti and Tj. The gravitational acceleration is fixed to g= 9.81m/s2 and two-level refining
is used for all examples presented here with ε1 = 0.0625, ε2 = 0.25 and ε3 = 0.5625. Fur-
thermore, all the computations are made on a Pentium PC with one processor of 518MB
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Algorithm 1. Adaptive procedure used in the present study.
N: Number of cells
Neigh: Neighboring cells with common face
m: Level of refinement
I : Refinement level for each cell
Err: Adaptation criterion
Tend: Final simulation time
while t<Tend do

• Solve the problem on the coarse mesh

• Compute the adaptation criterion on the coarse mesh

• Mark selected elements:

for i=1 : N do
if ε1< Err(Ti) <ε2 then
I(Ti)=m

end
if ε2< Err(Ti) <ε3 then
I(Ti)=m−1

end
if ε3< Err(Ti) <ε4 then
I(Ti)=m−2

end
end

• Check the level of refinement among neighboring cells:

for i=1 : N do
for j=1 : Neigh do

if
∣∣I(Ti)−I(Tj)

∣∣>1 then
I(Tj)←I(Ti)−1

end
end

end

• Refine the coarse mesh

• Interpolate the solution on the new created cells

end

of RAM and 166MHz. The codes only take the default optimization of the machine, i.e.,
they are not parallel codes.
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4.1 Circular dam-break problem

The first test example consists of the circular dam-break problem studied in [2,33] among
others. The space domain is a 20m long square with a cylindrical dam with radius 5m
and centered in the square. The bed is flat and the initial water height is 5m inside the
dam and 2m outside the dam and water is initially at rest. At t= 0, the cylindrical wall
forming the dam and separating two zones at rest collapses and time evolution of water
flow is computed. The Riemann problem associated with this example of dam-break
flows consists of a rarefaction wave and a hydraulic jump. The rarefaction wave moves
radially in the direction of the highest water depth towards the origin whereas, the shock
moves in the direction of low water depth. As the rarefaction wave reaches the center
of the computational domain, it is reflected and the water flows back outwards giving
raise to a rapid formation of a hydraulic shock. These flow features are very interesting
to check the performance of the four criteria considered in this study for mesh adaptation
in the finite volume solution of shallow water flows.

In Fig. 4 we display the adapted meshes and the plots of water depths obtained at
time t= 0.4s using the considered adaptive criteria. As it can be seen from the plots of
water depths, there is an excellent agreement between the results obtained using the four
criteria for the mesh adaptation. As expected a bore has formed and the water drains
from the deepest region in the computational domain as a rarefaction wave progresses
outwards. The two shock waves are very well captured by the proposed adaptive finite

Figure 4: Adapted meshes (first row) and snapshots of water heights (second row) obtained for the circular
dam-break problem at time t=0.4s using Criterion I (first column), Criterion II (second column), Criterion III
(third column) and Criterion IV (fourth column).
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Figure 5: Radial cross-section of the water heights obtained for the circular dam-break problem at time t=0.24s
(left) and t=0.4s (right) using the four criteria.

volume method and a perfect symmetry is preserved in the plots of water depths in
Fig. 4. Here, the initial mesh is intentionally selected to be sufficiently coarse, being
composed of 5012 elements only. At early times of the simulation, the radius of the shock
zone is small so that elements with large aspect ratio are not generated in the adapted
meshes. Notice that small elements are needed in the radial direction in order to capture
the shock, and in the azimuthal direction in order to capture the curved shape of the
shock. For this test example, the four considered criteria for mesh adaptation exhibit
similar results for the water heights. However, by examining the meshes in this figure it
reveals that the adapted meshes are different in each of the employed criteria. The mesh
associated with Criterion I depicts a dense mesh along the water interfaces, Criterion II
generates a lighter mesh oriented in the y-direction, Criterion III shows similar behavior
as Criterion II but oriented in the x-direction whereas, Criterion IV yields an adapted
mesh similar to Criterion I but less coarse. It is worth remarking that the mesh orientation
in Fig. 4 for Criterion II and Criterion III is consistent with their definition in (3.2) and
(3.3), respectively. It should be remarked that the shock in y-direction is not well resolved
using Criterion III. This effect may be contributed to the considered values used for the
tolerances. It is also evident that for the four considered criteria, the finite volume method
adapts the mesh where it is needed at the vicinity of sharp gradients but with different
structures and different densities.

To further compare the results for different criteria, we present in Fig. 5 diagonal
cross-sections of the water depth at two different instants t=0.24s and t=0.4s. For com-
parison reasons we also include in this figure results obtained on a fixed uniform mesh
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Table 1: Comparison results for the circular dam-break problem using the four criteria. The CPU times are
given in seconds.

t=0.24s
# of elements # of nodes Error in h Error in u Error in v CPU time

Criterion I 108890 54621 2.044957E-03 2.065815E-02 5.889282E-01 516
Criterion II 72834 36593 2.495908E-03 2.686683E-02 4.867968E-01 388
Criterion III 92502 46427 2.499051E-03 2.416744E-02 5.334185E-01 460
Criterion IV 76746 38549 2.538297E-03 2.486387E-02 5.087400E-01 359

Fixed 424498 213051 2.085020E-03 2.044689E-02 1.819248E-01 2166
Reference 812800 407506 — — — 4518

t=0.32s
# of elements # of nodes Error in h Error in u Error in v CPU time

Criterion I 126902 63627 2.077308E-03 1.347590E-02 1.672994E-01 936
Criterion II 75614 37983 4.056683E-03 2.185093E-02 1.513489E-01 582
Criterion III 88822 44587 2.541590E-03 1.851176E-02 1.627496E-01 690
Criterion IV 68234 34293 2.894920E-03 1.943883E-02 1.587974E-01 539

Fixed 424498 213051 2.652582E-03 1.695834E-02 2.839008E-01 3249
Reference 812800 407506 — — — 6777

t=0.4s
# of elements # of nodes Error in h Error in u Error in v CPU time

Criterion I 126592 36831 3.345014E-03 1.289951E-02 5.381972E-01 1435
Criterion II 75744 29247 9.158107E-03 1.996185E-02 4.410260E-01 969
Criterion III 93940 29228 3.923557E-03 1.358278E-02 5.750657E-01 1149
Criterion IV 81856 71675 4.721314E-03 1.669209E-02 4.951990E-01 1899

Fixed 424498 213051 3.651787E-03 1.481549E-02 2.111617E-01 5415
Reference 812800 407506 — — — 11258

with 424498 elements and 213051 nodes along with a reference solution obtained using a
very fine uniform mesh with 812800 elements an 407506 nodes. Note that the fixed uni-
form mesh has roughly the same effective discretization with respect to the smallest mesh
size at any location in any direction. At early simulation time t= 0.24s, the differences
between these results are negligible and as long as the time evolves these differences be-
come noticeable. For example, at time t= 0.4s, the results obtained using the Criterion
I in Fig. 5 are the most accurate compared to the other criteria. To quantify the results
for this test problem we summarize in Table 1 the mesh statistics, errors in the water
heights, errors in water velocities and the CPU times for the considered fixed and adap-
tive meshes using the four criteria (3.1)-(3.4). We present errors computed in L1-norm at
three different times using the reference results as exact solutions. As would be expected,
the denser the fixed grid is the greater the accuracy of the numerical predictions and the
computational effort required. Furthermore, the predictions based on the adaptive grid
are of the same order of accuracy as those on the fine grid, even though the number of
elements required is more than five times smaller. Thus, for this test example, all the con-
sidered adaptation criteria resolve the problem with similar accuracy with respect to the
errors computed using the L1-norm. The errors obtained using the Criterion I are slightly
smaller than those obtained using the other criteria. For this test example, the error in
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Figure 6: Time evolution of the timestep ∆t for the circular dam-break problem using the four criteria.

the water height h for Criterion II is more significant that other criteria which confirms
that using the water height for mesh adaptation it not accurate enough as for other crite-
ria accounting for all flow variables. In terms of computational cost, using Criterion IV
seems to produce the most efficient results among all considered adaptation criteria. To
examine the sensitivity of the time step ∆t on the selection of adaptive criteria, we display
in Fig. 6 the time evolution of ∆t for the four considered criteria. Based on the stability
condition (4.1), the time step ∆t exhibits different pattern for each adaptive criteria used
in the simulation. For the present example, the Criterion IV uses larger time steps than
the other criteria for the Courant number Cr=0.8 used in our simulations.

4.2 Dam-break flow over a building

To further assess the performance of the proposed adaptation criteria we consider a more
challenging flow problem than the previous one. This example was proposed in [3] to
study a dam-break flow in the presence of a rectangular building. We solve the shallow
water equations (2.1) in the computational domain sketched in Fig. 7. Here, the channel
has a total length of 35.80m and it is 3.60m wide. The cross-section near the bed is as-
sumed to be trapezoidal and the building is located at 3.40m downstream from the dam.
The initial conditions consist in a 0.40m water level in the upstream reservoir and a 0.02m
thin water layer in the downstream channel. The presence of a building in the channel
generates complex flow features around it which can be used as a good indicator on the
numerical assessment of the considered four criteria for mesh adaptation in the finite vol-
ume solution of shallow water flows. The adapted meshes and the plots of water heights
obtained at time t=3.5s using the considered criteria are illustrated in Fig. 8. At this time,
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Figure 7: Configuration of the computational domain used for dam-break flow over a building. Units in this
figure are given in meters.

Figure 8: Adapted meshes (first column) and snapshots of water heights (second column) obtained for the
dam-break flow over a building at time t=3.5s using Criterion I (first row), Criterion II (second row), Criterion
III (third row) and Criterion IV (fourth row).

the reflection of the wave against the building has occurred and it results in the forma-
tion of an oblique hydraulic jump. The circular front wave also reflects against the side
walls of the channel and lateral jumps are formed. These results also show the hydraulic
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Figure 9: Cross-section of the water heights at x=1m obtained for the dam-break flow over a building at time
t=2.1s (left) and t=3.5s (right) using the four criteria.

jump formed by the reflection against the building moves back in the upstream direction.
The separation of the flow around the building and the wake zone can also be identified
for all considered adaptive criteria. It is also evident that the considered adaptive mesh
procedures were able to capture the complex features of the flow with a high level of ac-
curacy. For instance, the comparison with results reported in [3] shows that the adaptive
finite volume was able to predict complex wave interactions with high accuracy.

To compare the results for different mesh adaptive criteria we present in Fig. 9 vertical
cross-sections at x=1m of the water depth at two different instants t=2.1s and t=3.5s. We
also include in this figure results obtained on a fixed uniform mesh with 546304 elements
and 274913 nodes along with a reference solution obtained using a very fine uniform
mesh with 2185216 elements and 1096129 nodes. As can be seen from the results in Fig. 9,
there is a large difference in the results obtained using the considered adaptive criteria.
At time t=2.1s only results obtained using Criterion I and Criterion IV preserve the sym-
metry and produce results as accurate as those obtained using the fixed fine and reference
meshes. Later at time t=3.5s only results obtained using the Criterion IV are as accurate
as those obtained on the reference mesh. Note that the differences between the reference
solution and those obtained using the considered adaptive criteria are mainly attributed
to the sharp gradients in the numerical solution which are very difficult to capture even
if fine meshes are used in the simulation. For this test example, using all hydraulics vari-
ables in the adaptive criteria as in Criterion IV seems to guarantee a high accuracy in the
computed results. To emphasis this claim, Table 2 presents the mesh statistics, errors in
the water heights, errors in water velocities and the CPU times for considered fixed and
adaptive meshes using the four criteria (3.1)-(3.4). As in the previous example, the errors
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Table 2: Comparison results for the dam-break flow over a building using the four criteria. The CPU times are
given in seconds.

t=2.1s
# of elements # of nodes Error in h Error in u Error in v CPU time

Criterion I 56772 28843 4.063745E-02 5.420859E-02 1.327047E-01 2365
Criterion II 38456 19618 2.266023E-01 1.276707E-01 2.834728E-01 2040
Criterion III 41711 21231 2.224452E-01 1.310050E-01 2.655498E-01 2238
Criterion IV 98615 49880 2.812448E-02 3.717228E-02 9.614234E-02 4535

Fixed 546304 274913 2.899331E-02 4.136078E-02 9.877935E-02 9594
Reference 2185216 1096129 —- — — 46254

t=2.8s
# of elements # of nodes Error in h Error in u Error in v CPU time

Criterion I 59978 30406 1.420274E-01 1.419731E-01 1.089420E-01 3420
Criterion II 49097 25053 1.556924E-01 1.473343E-01 9.384651E-02 2684
Criterion III 62612 31731 2.394479E-01 1.673230E-01 1.902629E-01 2984
Criterion IV 142309 71786 5.028431E-02 5.003642E-02 4.599672E-02 6348

Fixed 546304 274913 9.012253E-02 1.069603E-01 7.996175E-02 12792
Reference 2185216 1096129 — — — 61672

t=3.5s
# of elements # of nodes Error in h Error in u Error in v CPU time

Criterion I 72805 36831 1.014729E-01 1.157160E-01 1.236220E-01 4275
Criterion II 57375 29247 2.713729E-01 1.515781E-01 2.062434E-01 3355
Criterion III 57595 29228 2.707406E-01 1.751676E-01 2.166739E-01 3730
Criterion IV 142019 71675 5.352531E-02 5.924557E-02 6.156417E-02 7935

Fixed 546304 274913 8.484649E-02 1.048458E-01 9.823284E-02 15990
Reference 2185216 1096129 — — — 77099

are computed in L1-norm at three different times using the reference results as exact so-
lutions. It is clear that the accuracy and efficiency of the finite volume method depends
on the choice of criteria used in the mesh adaptation. For the considered flow conditions,
using the fixed meshes results in very high computational times compared to the adap-
tive meshes. Moreover, for this test case the Criterion IV performs very well as the errors
are smaller than in other criteria for all flow variables and its associated number of ele-
ments is smaller than the fixed meshes for all considered simulation times. For example,
using the Criterion IV in the mesh adaptation, the errors for all flow variables are better
than using the fixed mesh but with a number of elements in the fixed mesh about four
times larger than in its adaptive counterpart. Computational results obtained for this test
example reveal that simulations using adaptive grids are more accurate than those using
fine fixed grids, even though the number of elements required in the fixed mesh is more
than four times smaller. Fig. 10 exhibits the time evolution of the time step ∆t for the four
criteria. It is clear that for this test example, the time step ∆t varies consistently with the
time for all criteria and as in the previous test example, ∆t remains within the range of
2.8×10−4s for all simulations. In summary, the adaptation procedure presented in this
study gives encouraging results with global errors always smaller than those obtained
by uniformly refining the whole mesh. Some other test examples should be carried out
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Figure 10: Time evolution of the timestep ∆t for the dam-break flow over a building using the four criteria.

to quantify the benefits obtainable by mesh adaptation when the relative errors of the
elevation field are not as small as the one that we have observed when computing tidal
currents. However, the presented results make it also promising to be applicable to real
situations where, beyond the many sources of complexity, there is a more severe demand
for accuracy in predicting shallow water flows, which must be performed for long time.
Based on the results obtained for both examples considered in the present work, it is clear
that the Criterion IV accounting for all flow variables in the problem under study is the
best suited for mesh adaptation in the finite volume solution of shallow water equations.

5 Conclusions

Numerical assessment of a class of criteria for mesh adaptation in the finite volume solu-
tion of shallow water flows has been presented and analyzed. The finite volume consists
of a predictor stage for the reconstruction of numerical fluxes and a corrector stage for the
recovery of the solution. The method uses the sign matrix of the eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors associated with the shallow water system on unstructured triangular meshes.
Four error indicators accounting for all hydraulic variables have been implemented and
assessed. Comparison between results on adaptive meshes using these criteria and those
obtained on fixed meshes have also been presented. The proposed finite volume method
has been tested on systems of shallow water equations at different flow regimes. The ob-
tained results indicate good shock resolution with high accuracy in smooth regions and
without any nonphysical oscillations near the shock areas. For the considered problems,
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any of the proposed error indicators produce numerical results that are more accurate
than those obtained using fixed meshes with only a minor increase in the computational
cost. Although the numerical results have been presented for two test examples that
have been designed to include more practical flow scenarios, general conclusions cannot
be drawn about a possible best performing error indicator. However, it is possible to
say that all the error indicators perform accurately detecting regions where sharp flow
gradients are dominants. The local criteria accounting for gradients of all flow variables
seems to perform better in the considered examples of dam-break flows, yielding always
to lower errors in a global sense. It is worth emphasizing that, the model shallow wa-
ter equations considered in the current work are highly idealized, in particular, the bed
frictions, diffusion effects and tidal waves as in many coastal scenarios are not accounted
for. However, the results make it promising to be applicable also to real situations where,
beyond the many sources of complexity, there is a more severe demand for accuracy in
predicting shallow water flows, which must be performed for long time.
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